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Watson and Crick solved the mystery of 
heredity in 1953, but they did not know 

anything about the machinery that enables a 
DNA sequence to be copied from one 

generation to the next 

I would spend over 30 years working on 
this problem 

My Life as a Scientist, 1960 to 1993 



Discovery of the “protein machine” that makes a 
new DNA helix by copying an old one, as 

predicted by Watson and Crick 

Two DNA polymerases work at the same time, one 
making DNA “backwards” on the lagging strand 





After 30 years running a research laboratory, 
I was suddenly selected as the full-time 

president of the US National Academy of 
Sciences 



U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
Charter (1863) 

“The academy shall, whenever called upon 
by any department of the government, 
investigate, examine… and report upon any 
subject of science or art ,… but the Academy 
shall receive no compensation whatsoever 
for any services to the government of the  
United States”. 



My education in Washington, DC 
1993 to 2005 

A sudden shift from science to science policy 



 
 

The central lesson from my 12 years in 
Washington as president of the National 

Academy of Sciences 
(1993-2005) 

    
 

  It is critically important that science, science 
teachers, and scientists, achieve a much higher 

degree of influence, throughout both their nations 
and the world. 

 



In particular, we need much more of the 
creativity, rationality, openness, and tolerance 

that are inherent to science --- what Indian 
Prime Minister Nehru called  

a “scientific temper” -- for both the US  
and all other nations 



The image we want for science 



	  
	  

 
 
A third grade student comes home from school 
and tells his mother:   
 
“Now I get it, science is just like spelling; 
you just need to memorize it and it doesn’t 
make any sense.” 

A Disturbing Recent Fact 



What science should look like in school	  



What 5 year olds can do  

	  
1)  Put on clean white socks and walk around 

school yard. 
2)  In class, collect all black specks stuck to socks 

and try to classify them: which are seeds and 
which are dirt? 

3)  Start by examining each speck with a 3 dollar, 
plastic “microscope”. 

4)  End by planting both those specks believed to  
be dirt and those believed to be seeds, thereby 
testing their own idea that the regularly 
shaped ones are seeds. 



The Vision 
 

 Imagine an education that includes solving hundreds of 
such challenges over the course of 13 years of schooling  

 
 I believe that children who are prepared for life in this way 

would be: 
 
 

•   great problem solvers in the workplace 

•  people who are able to make wise judgments 
in our complicated society 

•  adults who reject “MAGICAL THINKING” 



The special opportunity now 
The New Common Standards in Reading and in Math, plus the NGSS 
Science Standards, all require major, synergistic changes in K-12 education. 
 
 



A critical question that requires a high-
quality, focused research effort! 

(inspired by recent political debates) 
 

•  What type of education at the K-12 level can 
help to create adults who insist on evidence 
for statements, and are thereby able to make 
wise judgments for themselves, their 
family, their community, and their nation? 



 To remove a major barrier to 
progress, science education at 
the college level must change 
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The Gridlock! 



Interactive, “no lecture” science classrooms 
 University of Minnesota 

 (22 tables, each with 9 chairs, two computers, overhead screen)  
 

    Robin Wright, Dean of Biology Education 
 



Active learning in college biology class 



At all levels, we need to make a 
science out of science 

education! 



This will require a much more focused 
and effective system of  education 

research!  
  
•  Otherwise our nation’s schools will continue to be 

driven by one simple “magic bullet” solution after 
another, as each new leader seeks a quick fix. 

 



The Academies 
first attempt to 
harvest what 
we know. 

 

Published 2000 

 



The National 
Academies’ recipe for 

effective education 
research: 

 SERP 
 

 

 

    Published 2003 
 
 
 



   The major question posed to the 
SERP committee: 

 
 Why has research supported 
innovation and continuous 
improvement in medicine, 
agriculture, and transportation, but 
not in education --and what can we 
do about it? 



The SERP answer 

 Education is missing the equivalent of the teaching 
hospital in medicine, that is: 
  Field Sites:  places where researchers, 

teachers and designers work together in 
practice settings to:  

 
•  Observe, explain, document, replicate and 

evaluate practice as a source of new 
knowledge. 

•  Define problems and test solutions in context. 
. 



	  
 SERP Field Site #1  
Boston Public Schools 

Focus: Middle school literacy (ages 11 -13)             
Catherine Snow (Harvard), Field Site Director 

Examples of work: 

•  Design and pilot middle school literacy 
assessment for teacher use, with screening and 
diagnostic value. 

•  Design and pilot intensive instruction in academic 
vocabulary, coordinated across subject areas. 

. 

‘ 



SERP’s first free product 



Online professional development for 
teachers based on brief teacher videos 



New use-
inspired 

products 
for math 



From SERP: A brief  guide for good teaching 

www.serpinstitute.org 



www.serpinstitute.org 



From 2008-2013, I tried to ask “How can 
Science magazine help to promote the 

needed revolution in science education?” 



It was great to 
have control of 
the editorial 
page! 



The last of 4 special issues on education 



An urgent challenge today 

•  It is much easier to test for science words than for 
science understanding and abilities. 

•  Bad tests force a trivialization of science education 
and drive most students, including many potential 
scientists, away from science. 



New types of assessments are needed for the NGSS 



Reading an actual scientific article 
should be part of science education 

•  The Framework for the “Next Generation Science 
Standards” (NGSS) emphasize the Practice of Science and 
active science learning. 

•  All high school students are to “engage in a critical reading 
of primary scientific literature or of media reports of 
science and discuss the validity and reliability of the data, 
hypotheses, and conclusions.” 

 
With support from the NSF, Science magazine has been 

trying to help 



Currently 80 Science papers have been annotated  
and are ready for use in the classroom. FREE                          

http://scienceintheclassroom.org 



Features include a “Learning Lens” with 
guidance that one can turn on and off 

  



Expanded figures include further explanations 



Annotated References place previous work into context  



A free website to know 
http://portal.scienceintheclassroom.org 



My latest project 

New 
experiments  
in teaching 
evidence-
based thinking 
for everyday 
life through 
middle-school 
science 
education 



Last but not least, the critical issue 
of teacher empowerment 

•  Some 40 years ago, US industry learned from the 
Japanese that building a better automobile requires 
listening to workers on the assembly line – ground 
truth is essential for wise decision making! 

•  Education is one of the few parts of our society that 
has failed to exploit this fact. 



What keeps me up at night  

•  Our best teachers need to have much more 
influence on the education system. 

•  This influence is needed at every level: from 
school districts, to States, to the Federal 
Government. 

•  How can we institutionalize such an 
influence, as needed to create a continuously 
improving education system? 



A  national Teacher Advisory Council     
Every State and District also needs one! 



A California Teacher Advisory Council 
(CTAC) has been established 

•  Sponsored by the California Council on 
Science and Technology (CCST), a state 
version of the National Academies 

•  Making connections to legislators and 
education leaders in Sacramento 



The Amazing Power of Science-
Education Partnerships 

•  Scientists and engineers are urgently needed 
to support teachers.  

•  And we all have a great deal to learn from 
outstanding teachers of children age 5 to 18 
that will improve our own teaching. 



School of Medicine 

UCSF’s 30 year-old Science 
Education Partnership 
 
Each year: 

•  Scientist volunteers 
contribute >10,000 hours 

•  Are active in 90% of 
SFUSD schools 

•  Involve >350 Teachers 
and > 250 UCSF 
Volunteers 
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When scientists partner with teachers, they also 
discover how poorly most school systems are run 

 
 

And they come to realize that “experienced, effective 
teachers are a vastly underutilized resource in education 
systems… perhaps the only resource that can truly create 
the change and improvements that students and teachers 
deserve.” 



SOME QUESTIONS THAT CAN ONLY BE 
ANSWERED BY TEACHERS 

How to make the Common Core Standards in Literacy 
and Math, plus the NGSS, fit within the school day? Do 
state and district expectations need to be modified to fit 
reality? 
 
Elementary teachers are expected to know everything; 
isn’t it more reasonable to expect teachers to share their 
expertise? 
 
Which education policies are counterproductive? 
 
 



Science magazine, January 15, 2016  



“The society of scientists is simple because it has a 
directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, 
it has to solve the problem of every society, which is 
to find a compromise between the individual and the 
group. It must encourage the single scientist to be 
independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. 
From these basic conditions, which form the prime 
values, there follows step by step a range of values: 
dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, 
honor, human dignity and self respect.  
  

 Science has humanized our values. Men have 
asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as 
the scientific spirit has spread among them.” 
  

 Jacob Bronowski, Science and Human Values, 1956 

Our Joint Mission:  My favorite quote 




